The ability to engineer novel protein folds, conformations, and enzymatic activities offers enormous potential for the development of new protein therapeutics and biocatalysts. However, many de novo and redesigned proteins exhibit poor hydrophobic packing in their predicted structures, leading to instability or insolubility. The general utility of rational, structure-based design would greatly benefit from an improved ability to generate well-packed conformations. Here we present an automated protocol within the RosettaDesign framework that can identify and improve poorly packed protein cores by selecting a series of stabilizing point mutations. We apply our method to previously characterized designed proteins that exhibited a decrease in stability after a full computational redesign. We further demonstrate the ability of our method to improve the thermostability of a well-behaved native protein. In each instance, biophysical characterization reveals that we were able to stabilize the original proteins against chemical and thermal denaturation. We believe our method will be a valuable tool for both improving upon designed proteins and conferring increased stability upon native proteins. W ell-packed hydrophobic cores are a hallmark of protein structure (1, 2). Consistent with the central role the hydrophobic effect plays in protein stability, defects in core packing are associated with decreased stability (3) and loss of conformational specificity (4, 5). Analytical tools for the assessment of core packing are useful for identifying errors in experimentally determined structures and for rationalizing and predicting the effects of mutations on protein stability. Not surprisingly, the assembly of well-packed cores has been a central goal for computational protein design since its inception (6).
The ability to engineer novel protein folds, conformations, and enzymatic activities offers enormous potential for the development of new protein therapeutics and biocatalysts. However, many de novo and redesigned proteins exhibit poor hydrophobic packing in their predicted structures, leading to instability or insolubility. The general utility of rational, structure-based design would greatly benefit from an improved ability to generate well-packed conformations. Here we present an automated protocol within the RosettaDesign framework that can identify and improve poorly packed protein cores by selecting a series of stabilizing point mutations. We apply our method to previously characterized designed proteins that exhibited a decrease in stability after a full computational redesign. We further demonstrate the ability of our method to improve the thermostability of a well-behaved native protein. In each instance, biophysical characterization reveals that we were able to stabilize the original proteins against chemical and thermal denaturation. We believe our method will be a valuable tool for both improving upon designed proteins and conferring increased stability upon native proteins. W ell-packed hydrophobic cores are a hallmark of protein structure (1, 2) . Consistent with the central role the hydrophobic effect plays in protein stability, defects in core packing are associated with decreased stability (3) and loss of conformational specificity (4, 5) . Analytical tools for the assessment of core packing are useful for identifying errors in experimentally determined structures and for rationalizing and predicting the effects of mutations on protein stability. Not surprisingly, the assembly of well-packed cores has been a central goal for computational protein design since its inception (6) .
Despite this central focus, models generated by computational protein design algorithms often exhibit poor hydrophobic packing. This is due to both the simplified structural representation and the scoring methods used by standard design protocols. Structurally, the protein backbone is treated as rigid, and different side-chain orientations are sampled at each position. These side chains are limited to a discrete set of commonly observed conformations known as rotamers. This combination implies a limited ability to fill arbitrary volumes compactly. The coarseness of this representation is exacerbated by the scoring functions, which generally include some form of the Lennard-Jones atomatom interaction term taken from molecular mechanics. There is a severe and well-known mismatch between the distances over which this term can vary strongly and the resolution afforded by a rotameric representation of side chains. Xiang and Honig addressed this problem by increasing the number of allowable rotamers until the scoring function could be satisfactorily sampled (7) . More commonly, the scoring function is modified to accommodate the rotameric representation. This can be accomplished by reducing the atomic radii to mitigate clashes or by modifying the potential at short distances (8, 9) . Many such approaches were evaluated by Keating and coworkers (10) .
When computational design does yield a well-packed core, the redesigned protein often exhibits enhanced stability. Complementary steric interactions and an increase in the amount of buried hydrophobic surface area have been shown to stabilize the folded state of native proteins (11) . Furthermore, small globular proteins with computationally optimized hydrophobic cores have exhibited increases in T M up to 20°C (8, 12) . Increased stability additionally confers upon proteins the potential benefits of resistance to proteolysis (13) and longer half-life in vivo (14) , two desirable properties for protein therapeutics. Furthermore, enhanced thermostability can preserve enzymatic activity at elevated temperatures (15) , aiding in the development of biocatalysts. Consequently, computational design for stability is likely to play a major role in future protein engineering efforts.
What current computational design methods lack is a way forward when design models are not well packed. The initial backbone template may be randomly perturbed in the hope that some new side-chain arrangement will emerge, and the number of allowable rotamers may be increased, but the fundamental problems often remain. In the following, we present an automated protocol, Rosetta VIP (void identification and packing), for improving the packing of a structural model. We use the RosettaHoles analysis tool (16, 17) and a simple geometric scoring function to identify a small set of mutations that may yield improved packing. We are able to devote more effort toward evaluating this reduced set of possibilities, including consideration of computationally expensive refinement steps incorporating backbone flexibility and off-rotamer side-chain freedom. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by identifying "rescue" mutations for two previously reported designed proteins and verifying experimentally that the selected mutations yield more stable proteins. We demonstrate the broader relevance of our approach beyond designed proteins by identifying and verifying a set of mutations that significantly stabilize a wild-type protein.
Results

Fully Redesigned Proteins Exhibit Poorly Packed Hydrophobic Cores
We selected a set of proteins (Table S1 ) from the PDB that satisfy a number of constraints (see Materials and Methods) and subjected each to complete sequence redesign. Following design and relaxation, two structural assessments (the RosettaHoles packing score (17) and a simple tally of the number of buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bonds) identify problems that may lead to destabilized conformations. The difference in the number of buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bonds is small, though a clear trend is observed (Fig. 1A) . Packing quality as assessed by RosettaHoles is strikingly better for the native proteins than for models of proteins fully redesigned with Rosetta using either a standard or softened atomic representation (Fig. 1B) . Thus, the most obvious deficiency of designed proteins is in their packing. Flaws in Design Models To refine protein design models, we used a simplified energy function (E Rosetta VIP , see Materials and Methods) implemented in the Rosetta VIP "assessment-refinement" protocol (Fig. 2) . The protocol locates regions in the model which are not well packed and attempts to identify mutations that improve packing. After parameterizing the simplified energy function on an independent training set (see Materials and Methods), we evaluated the energy function on a series of previously characterized mutant proteins, and the full protocol on several poorly packed proteins.
Rosetta VIP Recovers Native Amino Acids and Rotamer Conformations from Destabilized Mutant Crystal Structures We first assessed the ability of our energy function to rescue mutant proteins with cavity-creating core mutations. A collection of 24 mutations of large buried hydrophobic residues to alanine was assembled with the further requirement that crystal structures be available for both the native and mutant proteins (Table S3) . We modeled the reversion of the native amino acid in the context of the mutant crystal structure. Comparison to the mutant crystal structure yielded ΔΔE (difference in the respective energy function upon mutation, Table S3 ). We determined the rate of true positive prediction for reversion to the native (known to be favorable) with both our protocol and the current RosettaDesign protocol (9) (Fig. 1C) . The former has an 83% true positive rate, compared to only 46% for the latter, indicating an almost twofold improvement. Because the native structures are available, we compared χ 1 , χ 2 side-chain dihedrals of the natives to the reversion models generated by our algorithm. 93% (VIP) and 94% (RosettaDesign) of the models showed accurate rotamer recovery. (Table S3) . Redesigned proteins exhibit decreased optimality of native-like hydrogen bonding and packing interactions. A set of 500 fully redesigned scaffolds exhibited an increase in buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bonds (A) and a decrease in packing quality (B) both of which can confer decreased stability. "Experimental" refers to the unmodified crystal structures from the PDB. "Hard spheres" refers to same set of structures refined using the traditional Lennard-Jones potential (Rosetta "standard" energy weights, Table S2 ), while "soft spheres" refers to the structures refined with a modified Lennard-Jones potential with reduced steric clashes (Rosetta "damp_rep" energy weights, Table S2 ). The Rosetta VIP protocol successfully predicts stabilizing point mutations in a variety of different proteins. Graphic representations of the sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm are shown for the native (C), positive (D), and negative (E) test sets. Fig. 2 . Overview of the Rosetta VIP protocol. Rosetta VIP starts with a structural model and identifies voids within the protein interior. These voids are used to select "mutatable" residues that are potentially positioned to fill these gaps upon mutation to a judiciously chosen amino acid. Each mutatable residue is computationally optimized on a fixed backbone with all other amino acids held fixed, and favorable mutations are subjected to a full relaxation in which the backbone is allowed to move. This restricts the application of backbone flexibility (which is computationally demanding) to mutations likely to be favorable. The highest scoring design is kept and used as the starting structure for an additional round of selection, optimization, and relaxation. The protocol terminates when no further voids are identified.
in T M , and for which structures of the wild-type protein have been determined (Table S4 ). Each has a mutation that replaces a small, buried hydrophobic residue with a larger one. Using the wild-type structure as a template, we determined if Rosetta VIP correctly predicted the mutation to be favorable. The algorithm performs exceptionally well (Fig. 1D) , with a true positive rate of 93%. In contrast, RosettaDesign had a true positive rate of only 40%.
Rosetta VIP Does Not Select Unfavorable Small-to-Large and VolumeConserving Point Mutations We next addressed the possibility that our protocol is simply choosing larger amino acids to fill voids without regard for local steric complementarity. We identified a set of mutations in the ProTherm database that replaced buried hydrophobic residues with residues of equal or greater volume, but which resulted in a decrease of at least 2°C in T M (Table S5) . Using the wild-type structure as a template, we asked if Rosetta VIP incorrectly predicted the mutation to be favorable. (19) . Most of these redesigns shared less than 50% sequence identity with the starting scaffold. Remarkably, many were significantly stabilized in comparison to their native counterparts. Among the less successful designs was the DNA-binding domain (residues 3-89) of λ repressor. The designed λ repressor (λ 0 ) exhibited a clear loss of cooperative folding compared to the wild type (20) , and adopted a molten globule state (19) . Examination of a predicted model for λ 0 revealed several buried cavities not present in the native structure Fig. 3A . The RosettaHoles packing metric indicates a low probability (0.54) of nativelike core packing. We subjected λ 0 to iterative redesign using Rosetta VIP . The protocol converged after five design cycles to yield a fourfold mutant with a predicted ΔΔE mut of -8.5 energy units, a reduction in buried void volume of 242.9 Å 3 , and a significant increase in packing quality (Table 1 , Fig. 3 A-B). We expressed and purified this mutant (λ 4 ) and characterized the stability experimentally. The circular dichroism signal as a function of temperature has a steep folded baseline with a cooperative unfolding event between 65°C and 75°C ( Fig. 3C , Inset). We fit a two-state unfolding curve to the data and obtained a T M of 72.01°C (Fig. 3C ). We also observed increased stability to guanidine-induced denaturation, with a ΔG 0 H 2 O of 7.71 kcal mol −1 (5.01 kcal mol −1 more stable than λ 0 ).
Reversion of Two Mutations Individually
Recovers Native-like Unfolding in a Redesigned λ Repressor We were concerned that the steep Thermodynamic parameters from experiments and Rosetta modeling were calculated as described in the text. Details on the full-atom Rosetta Energy function can be found in ref. (22), while details on the experimental parameters can be found in ref. (26) . nc=noncooperative. folded baseline of λ 4 was indicative of partial noncooperative unfolding below 60°C. Visual inspection of the model showed that two mutations (F64W and L75W) had a small but potentially significant increase in solvent-exposed nonpolar surface area. While the interactions of these residues were considered favorable by our protocol, the exposure of hydrophobic surface area is only minimally penalized. We therefore decided to eliminate each of these mutations and characterize the pair of triple mutants independently. We expressed and purified the threefold mutants (λ 64 3 and λ 75 3 ) to assess their conformational stability. Each of the triple mutants exhibited folding behavior more closely resembling the native λ repressor, though the slope of the transition region is less steep in both instances (Fig. 3C . Notably, the thermal denaturation temperature of λ 
A Predicted Point Mutation in a Protein L Redesign Increases Stability
Protein L was redesigned to 46% sequence identity in (19) . Though the T M for the redesigned protein was near 100°C, the ΔG 0 H 2 O was below that of the wild type. RosettaHoles analysis indicated a packing score of 0.58 for the original design PL 0 , suggesting room for improved packing. We applied Rosetta VIP to PL 0 and identified a pair of mutations that improved the Rosetta score and increased the packing score to 0.71. The protein L mutant PL double was expressed and characterized by circular dichroism. PL double exhibited a folded-unfolded transition that was clearly not two-state (Fig. 5B, triangles) . Based on our computational results, we reasoned that one of the predicted mutations might be a false positive, and therefore expressed and characterized the pair of point mutants. This speculation turned out to be accurate, as the mutant PL A6W had a T M similar to that of PL 0 but a higher ΔG 0 H 2 O of 4.6 kcal mol −1 ( Table 1 , Fig. 4 ). The second mutant (PL F10W ) exhibited noncooperative thermal denaturation and was not assayed further. Inspection of a model of the F10W mutation shows that the mutant side chain makes solvent-exposed (rather than buried) hydrophobic contacts. Automated identification of this pathology will be addressed in future work.
Rosetta VIP Predicts Five Mutations that Significantly Improve the
Stability of a Native Enzyme Finally, we wished to assess the ability of Rosetta VIP to improve the packing of a native protein. We selected as our test case methionine aminopeptidase from Escherichia coli (eMAP), a 287 amino-acid protein with α∕β topology and a molecular weight of 30 kDa which we are familiar with from unrelated work. eMAP has a moderate denaturation temperature (51.4°C) indicating potential for improved thermal tolerance. Application of our protocol selected five mutations that conferred a predicted ΔΔE of −5.8 energy units (Table 1) .
We expressed the designed and native proteins and assayed them for stability by monitoring denaturation via circular dichroism. The native protein unfolds cooperatively at 51.4°C (Fig. 5E ). The fivefold mutant (eMAP 5-fold ) exhibits an increase in T M of 17.6°C. Chemical denaturation of eMAP 5-fold shows a transition midpoint shifted to higher GuHCl concentrations than eMAP wt . Fitting a two-state model to the guanidine-induced denaturation curve of eMAP 5-fold yields a ΔG 
Discussion
We have introduced Rosetta VIP , a fully automated protocol for selecting point mutations that improve the quality of core packing of structural models, and shown that enhancement of these interactions leads to increased thermodynamic stability. The effectiveness of Rosetta VIP was demonstrated computationally on several sets of previously characterized mutants, and validated experimentally by stabilizing two completely redesigned but underpacked proteins (λ repressor and Protein L), as well as a native enzyme (eMAP). Rosetta VIP has demonstrated a high success rate for identifying favorable mutations despite its relative simplicity. The false positive rate for selected mutations, while modest, necessitates experimental verification of each prediction.
Rosetta VIP is meant to eliminate packing defects by selecting point mutations rather than implementing complete redesign of the hydrophobic core, which generally has given the largest improvements in stability for small globular proteins (8, 12, 19) . However, the automated protocol presented here selects a minimal set of mutable amino acids to optimize stability. In contrast to a complete core redesign, application of our protocol is expected to minimize structural perturbation of the design scaffold. This is likely to prove beneficial in many applications where retention of binding or enzymatic activity is as important as increasing stability.
We expect that Rosetta VIP will be particularly useful to the enzyme design community, as we were able to realize a dramatic increase in denaturation temperature while minimizing loss of activity. The stabilization of methionine aminopeptidase led to an approximate threefold decrease in activity compared to native at room temperature. However, native activity is sharply decreased at 50°C, while the fivefold mutant remains active (Fig. S1 ). That there is still room for improvement in both the design and refinement process is evident given that the homologous aminopeptidase from Pyrococcus furiosus has a melting temperature in excess of 100°C and is fully active up to 90°C.
Although we have focused on core packing, a number of other structural traits can influence protein stability. Fully satisfied, buried hydrogen-bond networks, secondary structure capping motifs, optimized surface electrostatics, and backbone rigidity imparted by supporting residues are all known to contribute to the stability of the folded state. In particular, we observe that buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bonds are more common in design models than in experimental structures (Fig. 1) . We are currently working on extensions to our protocol that can identify and resolve a broader range of structural defects.
Materials and Methods
Computational Assessment of a Library of Completely Redesigned Proteins A set of 500 crystal structures (Table S1 ) was selected from the PDB database. Each protein in the set is monomeric, smaller than 30 kDa, free of disulfide bonds, with a structure solved to 1.8 Å resolution or higher. Hetero-atom and water entries were removed prior to analysis, and hydrogens were built with the Rosetta program. Each structure was subjected to relaxation under the Rosetta full-atom potential (21, 22) . Packing quality was analyzed using the RosettaHoles metric (16, 17) . A count of all buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bonds was obtained using a SASA probe of 1.4 Å. Hydrogen bonds were defined with a strict geometric criteria (23) . To generate a library of fully redesigned models, all structures were then subjected to sequence optimization and rotamer repacking on a fixed backbone using RosettaDesign with both a standard and dampened Lennard-Jones potential (9) . The resulting structures were analyzed for packing quality and buried, unsatisfied hydrogen bond count. Distributions were generated for each metric and a normal curve was fit (p < 0.001 in all cases) to each.
VIP Scoring Term
In the Rosetta VIP representation, each heavy atom in the initial structure is represented as a "cloud" with 3-dimensional Gaussian density:
ρðr;RÞ ¼ expð−ðr − RÞ 2 ∕σ 2 Þ where r is the distance from the center of an atom, R is its coordinate vector, and σ is the variance. The variance can be thought of as defining the "softness" of the atoms, with a larger σ indicating softer atoms. σ was allowed to vary from 0.9 to 1.1 times the van der Waals radius in increments of 0.05. It was empirically determined that a scaling factor of 0.95 yielded the best agreement with the three test sets, which is in line with previous work (8, 10) . The overlap integral for any single atom (a i ) within a structure S is then:
The standard full-atom RosettaDesign scoring function consists of a linear superposition of terms including a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential, the Lazaridis-Karplus implicit solvation model, an empirical hydrogen-bond term, rotamer probabilities, and amino-acid probabilities based on φ, ψ orientations (21) . We implemented a simplified version of this scoring function, substituting the VIP score term for the Lennard-Jones repulsion, and retaining only the Lennard-Jones attractive term and a term to penalize the exposure of additional surface area. The surface area term was included to prevent the insertion of amino-acid-rotamer conformations that were solvent exposed. The weighted energy function used for fixed backbone sampling was:
Linear weights for each energy term (Table S6) were chosen to optimize the recovery of native amino-acid sequence from a randomly mutated structure. The training set consisted of a library of 41 small, globular protein domains. A list of structures utilized in weight training is shown in Table S2 .
Native, Positive, and Negative Test Sets We assembled a test set (the native set) of structurally characterized, void-creating point mutations. For each mutation in the set, high-resolution (1.8 Å) crystal structures are available for both the wild-type and mutant proteins. All mutations introduced an alanine residue at a fully buried position that decreased protein stability, as reported in the ProTherm database (8172010 release). We identified a second test set (the positive set) consisting of fully buried point mutations that increase side-chain volume and confer at least a 3°C increase in thermal denaturation temperature. High-resolution crystal structures are only available for the wild-type proteins in this set. Mutations removing or introducing polar amino acids were excluded. A final test set (the negative set) was assembled from structurally characterized, fully buried, volume increasing mutations that resulted in a decrease in T M of at least 2°C. PDB codes for structures in each test set are listed in Tables S3 (native), S4 (positive), and S5 (negative).
Identification of Mutable Residues
Buried cavities were identified using RosettaHoles (16, 17) , which fills voids in the protein with "cavity balls," pruning away any which have a nonzero solvent accessible surface area. The remaining balls represent the empty space within the molecule. Residues were defined as mutable if there is at least one side-chain atom within 7 Å of a cavity ball and if the residue is apolar and not on the surface of the protein.
The set of mutable residues was subjected to one-at-a-time design using the Rosetta VIP score within the RosettaDesign framework. RosettaHoles also provides a stochastic metric for packing quality that is based on a support vector machine trained against high-resolution crystal structures. The metric returns the probability that a model has a native-like packing arrangement, and has been extensively validated (16, 17) .
Computational Design RosettaDesign consists of a Monte Carlo engine for the rapid optimization of sequence space and an energy function for scoring the search through sequence space. The Rosetta framework is thoroughly described in a pair of recent reviews (21, 22) . For our purposes, the Monte Carlo search for favorable mutations is carried out on a fixed backbone using either Rosetta VIP or Rosetta damp rep , a "dampened repulsive" Rosetta full-atom scoring function (9) . After identifying mutable residues and selecting several optimal amino-acid-rotamer combinations at these positions, the two top scoring mutations are retained and both the backbone and side chains are allowed to relax. Relaxation is an existing Rosetta protocol that combines gradient minimization with Metropolis-Monte Carlo sampling of rotamers over all residues in the protein (21) . Following relaxation, the design is rescored with the standard Rosetta full-atom score and compared to the starting structure, which gives ΔΔE in Table 1 . The resulting model with the best Rosetta all-atom energy is then passed back to RosettaHoles and the process iterated until there is no further improvement in the final scoring step. Final designs were assessed and selected by Rosetta energies, RosettaHoles packing score (16) , and volume of buried voids. An application encompassing the selection workflow ( Fig. 2 and Supplementary Information) will be made available as part of the Rosetta software suite, which is freely available to academic users.
Cloning, Expression, and Purification A gene encoding λ repressor was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) and cloned into the pET42(a) expression vector (Novagen) upstream of a 6× his-tag. Methionine aminopeptidase was amplified from E. coli genomic DNA, cloned into pET42 (a) upstream of the 6× his-tag, and verified by sequencing. Proteins were expressed using an autoinduction protocol (24) . Proteins were purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography and concentrated by ultrafiltration. Identity and purity were verified by SDS-PAGE. Purified protein was dialyzed against 50 mM potassium phosphate, 100 mM sodium chloride (pH 7) for 24 h. Concentrations were determined by absorbance at 280 nm (25) . Site-directed mutagenesis was accomplished using the QuikChange protocol (Agilent Technologies) and verified by sequencing.
Circular Dichroism Far-UV circular dichroism spectra were collected on an Applied Photosystems Chirascan spectrophotometer at protein concentrations of 20-30 μM. Temperature induced denaturation (10-95°C) was determined by stepped ramping in 5°increments with a 30 s set time at 222 nm in a 2 mm path length cuvette. For GuHCl induced denaturation, temperature was maintained at 25°C with a Peltier temperature control device and denaturation was determined by monitoring change in ellipticity for 0-8 M GuHCl in 0.5 M increments at 222 nm in a 10 mm path length cuvette.
Data Analysis Thermal denaturation curves were fit to a two-state model by converting to fraction folded (26):
and then by nonlinear least squares to the equation: 
where R i and R j are the Lennard-Jones radii [we use 0.95 times the standard Rosetta radii (1). Gaussian functions are often used in the context of overlap integrals because they are relatively simple to compute. For instance, the integral of the product of a pair of Gaussians is itself a Gaussian dependent on the distance between the two centers. The integral can be easily separated into x, y, and z components and solved analytically. Omitting the algebraic details, the integral may be expressed in closed form as:
This expression is used as the "raw" Gaussian overlap energy for atom-atom distances greater than .9 Ã ðR i þ R j Þ below which a softened inverse potential (∝1∕x 9 ) is used. This combination of terms tolerates significantly more atomic overlap (refer to Fig. S2) . Thus, the effective energy term combines a smoothed increase in the repulsive penalty up to the point of severe overlap, and implements a softened inverse potential after that point. The full-atom, attractive Lennard-Jones (fa_atr) term (1) remains unmodified aside from the use of the same radii used for the GOE term. The VIP energy is formed by weighted combination of the fa_atr, GOE and hSASA energy (4) terms in Rosetta.
Weights. Constant multipliers, or weights (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 in the main text), were generated by multidimensional optimization [the Rosetta optE protocol (2, 3)] of native-amino-acid sequence recovery using a set of small, globular proteins (Table S2 ).
The energy weights resulting from this optimization step are recorded in Table S6 .
Extended description of the VIP protocol The steps of the VIP application (to be included in the next Rosetta release) are:
1. Generation of cavity balls that provide a physical marker of the buried void volumes. The cavity balls are implemented in the structural representation as noninteracting "atoms." These help reduce the regions that will potentially be altered to improve packing. The only adjustable parameter in this step is the SASA-probe radius. A larger probe will permit more cavities to be identified, however, they will be closer to the surface and less likely to be fully buried. Conversely, a smaller probe will identify buried voids (as opposed to 3-sided cavities, for example) though with smaller proteins this can result in a failure to identify any voids in the protein core. 2. Identification of apolar residues immediately adjacent to the cavity balls which, when mutated, are likely to fill the empty volume. This further reduces the set of potentially stabilizing mutations. The set of "apolar" residues can be redefined within the Rosetta code, but currently contains the following residues: Gly, Ala, Val, Met, Ile, Leu, Phe, Trp, and Tyr. The cutoff distance for adjacency can be input as a command-line parameter (default value: 7.0 angstroms). 3. Exhaustive sampling of possible mutations at the positions identified in step 2. This is more thorough then a general Monte Carlo sampling of rotamer-amino-acid combinations.
Since the set of possible mutations is reduced, we can spend the time necessary to explore the entire (reduced) rotamer-(apolar)-amino-acid space. The design degrees of freedom are limited to fixed backbone discrete rotamers (chi angles). While here we use the GOE score in this work for generating thermostable variants, the implemented protocol will take any Rosetta score function for use in this step as a command-line parameter. Hence if false positives are a larger concern, one can use the VIP protocol with an energy other than the VIP energy (e.g. damp_rep or standard) and compare the results. 4. Sorting of these above (step 3) mutations and selection of the top mutations that are predicted to be favorable by the "design" energy function (in this case, the VIP score). The potential mutation set is further culled based on score, where the user may select the number of mutations (e.g., best at each position, best two at each position, etc.) to keep for relaxation. Keeping more mutations will lead to more accurate predictions, however, the following step is computationally intensive and will significantly increase computing time if many mutations at each position are kept. 5. Subject the favorable mutations (step 4) to flexible backbone relaxation (refer to supplementary description of Rosetta relax protocol). Here the degrees of freedom are vastly expanded to include backbone torsion angles, continuous side-chain chis, and rigid body movements. Additionally, the protocol accepts any Rosetta scoring function for this step as a command-line option. The score function defaults to standard weights. 6. Choose the mutation with the best energy, and input this back to step 1.
The iterative protocol terminates under three conditions: (i) a user-specified maximum number of cycles is completed, (ii) no further decrease in energy is attained at step 6, or (iii) no voids can be found in step 1. Fig. S1 . Activity of the native eMAP and the stabilized variant. Activity of the eMAP mutant and eMAP wt enzymes was assayed by following the accumulation of fluorescence upon cleavage of a Met-AMC (aminomethylcoumarin) substrate. The vertical axis is the percent activity relative to WT at room temperature (30°C), and the horizontal axis is three separate temperatures (30°C, 40°C, and 50°C). Activity of the WT enzyme drops sharply at 50°C, while the activity of the fivefold mutant increases with temperature. Although we made no active effort to maintain enzymatic activity during the design, our protocol focuses on fully buried regions and is not expected to perturb active site, which are mostly located in exposed "clefts" with some degree of solvent exposure. Active site residues or other residues critical to function can be easily excluded from the design process to limit the impact of the algorithm on function. broken red line), the Gaussian overlap energy term that replaces it (GOE; solid red line), the standard Lennard-Jones attractive term in Rosetta (fa_atr; dashed blue line), the same potential with 0.95 scaled radii [fa_atr(GOE); solid blue line], the standard Rosetta Lennard-Jones combination (fa_rep+fa_atr; dashed black line), and the packing term combination introduced in this study (GOE+fa_atr; solid black line). The GOE term and the GOE+fa_atr combination are significantly more tolerant of atomic overlap than the corresponding potentials using the fa_rep term. The GOE+fa_atr combination is not intended for structural optimization (note the shift in the energy minimum). It serves only as a score to predict which mutations, when followed by refinement under the standard Rosetta potential, will lead to improved packing. B)-(E) depict four different conformations for a model WGW tripeptide and the computed fa_rep and GOE scores for each. (B) The fa_rep and GOE scores for noncontacting tryptophan side chains set the baseline for considering the other conformations. (C) When the side chains are in favorable contact but do not clash, the two scores are in agreement, both displaying only minor increases. (D) When there is moderate overlap, which might be correctable with structural relaxation, the fa_rep term has "blown up," but the GOE term, while increased, may be offset by a favorable fa_atr score. (E) As expected, in the case of severe overlap, the scores are again in agreement that the conformation is unfavorable. The utility of the GOE term lies in the recognition that slightly clashed conformations such as that in (D), may be rescued if large-scale protein refinement is allowed. Table S1 . PDB identification numbers of structures used in compilation of buried unsatisfied hydrogen bonds and packing scores after full redesign 1A3H  1EY4  1IFC  1L8R  1PRZ  2A08  2P5D  2ESK  2HWX  3A0X  3EOI  3K3V  3PKV  1A62  1EYH  1IIB  1LFP  1PTF  2A28  2P5K  2EVB  2I5H  3A2Z  3EUR  3K6F  3Q6L  1A8Q  1F00  1IU1  1LKF  1PV5  2EIF  2P65  2EYI  2I6V  3A4C  3EVP  3K8U  3QH4  1AAJ  1FBN  1IUK  1LMI  1PZC  2EJX  2P8T  2F1N  2IC6  3A7F  3EY6  3K8W  3TSS  1AKO  1FL0  1J27  1LN4  1WKA  2END  2PB7  2F1S  2ICT  3A7L  3EYE  3KB5  480D  1AKZ  1FNA  1J2A  1LPL  1WNA  2A4D  2PCY  2F1Y  2ID7  3ADG  3F2Z  3KBG  483D  1BD8  1FZY  1J3A  1LTU  1WNH  2A4V  2PKO  2F23  2IGC  3AG7  3FDR  3KH7  4EUG  1BFG  1G8A  1J74  1LU4  1WPA  2AH5  2PLU  2F6E  2IGD  3B5O  3FH2  3KSN  1BKR  1G9O  1J7X  1LUZ  1WVH  2AHE  2PND  2F9F  2IN0  3B79  3FKC  3KT2  1BM8  1GCU  1JB3  1LZL  1WWI  2AP3  2PPN  2FB6  2IOS  3BCY  3FKE  3KT9  1BN6  1GOU  1JHS  1M1S  1X3O  2B02  2PQH  2FC3  2ISB  3BOR  3FLG  3KV0  1BZ4  1GPP  1JKS  1M4J  1XAW  2B29  2PST  2FCF  2IU1  3BS7  3FN7  3KZ3  1C44  1GS9  1JL1  1M5T  1XDZ  2B49  2PTH  2FD4  2IUG  3BZT  3FPN  3KZD  1CHD  1GYU  1JLN  1MHN  1XGW  2B8I  2PTV  2FEM  2IWN  3C0C  3FRR  3LAX  1CM3  1GYV  1JMW  1MIX  1XKR  2BF5  2PWQ  2FG1  2V94  3C4S  3FS5  3LD7  1CQM  1H4A  1JOS  1Q9A  1XTE  2BJV  2Q5X  2FI9  2VC8  3C57  3FSO  3LEQ  1CV2  1H4Y  1JVW  1QAD  1Y0K  2BK8  2QFF  2IWR  2VFY  3C65  3FZE  3LF3  1DBX  1H6T  1JYH  1QAU  1Y0M  2BV9  2QHT  2IXM  2VH7  3C7L  3G1J  3LFG  1DDW  1HCL  1JYK  1QNT  1Y6I  2BVV  2QJX  2J5Y  2VO8  3CBN  3G40  3LLB  1DIN  1HKA  1K1B  1QTS  1YHV  2BXX  2QJZ  2J9W  2VPH  3CE7  3G98  3LS0  1SR8  1HZ6  1K4N  1QWX  1YN3  2BYG  2QK1  2JB9  2VQ4  3CJW  3GBW  3LTI  1SRV  1HZT  1K50  1QZM  1YP5  2CBE  2QPW  2JIC  2VSV  3CJZ  3GFP  3LTJ  1SUU  1I2H  1K6K  1QZN  1YPC  2CGQ  2QR3  2JIK  2VWR  3CKF  3H04  3LY3  1T00  1I2T  1K7K  1R3D  1YRW  2CI3  2QVG  2JLI  2VXG  3CM0  3H6Q  3LYW  1T07  1I60  1K95  1R62  1YTQ  2CIU  2QVK  2LIS  2VY8  3CNR  3HD4  3M3P  1T1J  1IAP  1KHI  1R77  1YU5  2CJJ  2FK9  2NR7  2W0G  3COU  3HGB  3M66  1T3Y  1U9C  1N7E  1R9H  1YW5  2CKX  2FL7  2NRR  2W0I  3CPQ  3HGL  3M9J  1T5I  1U9P  1NA5  1R9W  1YZF  2CMP  2FO3  2NXC  2W2R  3CQT  3HNX  3M9Q  1T95  1UCH  1NAR  1RA4  1YZM  2CW4  2FPH  2O0Q  2WBN  3CSR  3HP4  3MAB  1TEN  1UCS  1NFN  1RH6  1Z21  2CWC  2FQ3  2O37  2WJ5  3CTG  3HVW  3MDF  1TG0  1UEK  1NG2  1RHS  1Z3X  2CWR  2FU0  2OBI  2WRY  3CWI  3I0V  3MVN  1TGL  1UJ8  1NG6  1RL0  1Z96  2CWY  2FZP  2OC3  2WSO  3CX2  3I2V  3N77  1TJ6  1KID  1NWA  1RSS  1Z9L  2CXA  2GBJ  2OCH  2WWE  3D2A  3I2Z  3NE0  1TJE  1KMT  1O0X  1RWR  1ZCE  2CXH  2GDN  2OEB  2WZ9  3D33  3I35  3NE3  1TK1  1KN3  1O13  1RYB  1ZD8  2CXY  2GKG  2OF3  2X25  3D79  3I47  3NGP  1TMY  1KQX  1O6D  1RZ2  1ZEQ  2CYG  2GNC  2OG3  2X3M  3D95  3I4O  3NR5  1TP6  1KU3  1O8X  1S29  1ZGK  2R0S  2GRC  2OHW  2X4L  3DFG  3I7M  3NRW  1TQ3  1KW4  1O9G  1SBX  1ZHV  2R2Y  2GS5  2OIX  2X5P  3DKM  3I8Z  3NRX  1TQG  1KYH  1OI7  1SC0  1ZLM  2R48  2GZQ  2OOA  2X5Y  3DLM  3ICH  3NZL  1TS9  1KZF  1OIS  1SMB  1ZPW  2R4Q  2GZV  2OP6  2X9Z  3DLV  3ID1  3O0P  1TUA  1L2H  1OJQ  1SQW  1ZUH  2R99  2H14  2OPW  2XTP  3DML  3IDW  3O3T  1TUD  1L2P  1ORC  1VAJ  1ZWZ  2RB8  2H2Z  2OSA  2YGS  3DT8  3IHS  3O85  1TZV  1L3K  1OW1  1VCC  1ZX6  2RCI  2H30  2OY7  2YV1  3DVW  3IK8  3OBS  1DJA  1UKF  1OXJ  1VHF  1ZZK  2RE2  2H3L  2YXM  2YVT  3DW5  3ILC  3OIZ  1DSL  1ULR  1OZ9  1VI4  1ZZO  2RER  2H6D  2Z14  2YWD  3DW7  3ILS  3OMD  1DUS  1UXO  1P14  1VJK  2D4P  2RFA  2H7W  2Z6P  2YWJ  3E0E  3ISU  3ON1  1DYW  1UXZ  1P2F  1W41  2D4X  2RH3  2HC8  2Z84  2ZJD  3E0H  3IU5  3ONH  1DZF  1UYL  1PGV  1W8Z  2D59  2UYO  2HE2  2ZCO  2ZMU  3EAZ  3IV4  3OR5  1EKG  1V77  1PGX  1WDV  2D7J  2V4X  2HL9  2ZEQ  2ZPM  3EDS  3IXR  3OT0  1ELK  1K50  1V7Q  1WFB  2DYJ  2V75  2HLY  2ZFY  2ZQE  3EG4  3JQU  3P1X  1EOE  1K6K  1MLA  1WJ9  2E0T  2QVO  2HPW  2YWK  2ZRR  3EIZ  3JTE  3P4L  1ES5  1K7K  1MOL  1Q2U  2E3H  2QY9  2HUJ  2YWN  2ZTY  3EJF  3JU0  3PD7  1ET9  1K95  1MSY  1Q42  2E8B  2QZQ  2OZF  2YWO  2ZXJ  3EJG  3JZ9  3PES  1EW4  1KHI  1N3Y  1Q5Z  2EGU  2R0J  2P4D  2YXB  3A0J  3EOD 3K1H 3PHS The columns contain: (1) the protein name and pdb codes for the native and mutant forms, (2) the position in the protein that was mutated, (3,4) the identities of the native and mutant amino acids, (5) the change in the VIP scoring term upon reversion of the native amino acid in the context of the mutant structure, (6) the same change for the Rosetta damp_rep score, (7) assessment of whether the models generated using the VIP score (and damp_rep score) correctly scored the native amino acid as better, (8, 9 ) the predicted and native values for the χ 1 torsion angle, and (10,11) the predicted and native values for the χ 2 side-chain torsion angle. The VIP term performs significantly better (83% correct) than the dampened repulsive term (46% correct). Notably, mutations that resulted in a "collapse" of the surrounding region were more often predicted incorrectly with the damp_rep score. Rotamer recovery was considered correct if the rotamer was within 15 degrees of the native conformation. Rotamer recovery for the VIP and damp_rep terms (in instances where the favorability of the mutation was correct) was 93% and 94%, respectively. Fig. 1D in the main text. Scores and pdb codes correspond to RosettaVIP (ΔΔE VIP ) and RosettaDampRep (ΔΔE dr ) for the positive test set. The native crystal structure was downloaded from the PDB and mutations known to confer thermal stability were computational mutated and scored using the VIP energy and the damp_rep energy. The energy term was deemed correct if the ΔΔE was favorable. (5) . Proportional to the amount of solvent exposed, hydrophobic surface area.
--.21 Fa_sol Lazaridus-Karplus solvation energy (4).
.65 .648 -Fa_intrarepLennard-jones repulsive between atoms in the same residue (4).
.004 --Fa_pair (Short range approximation of pairwise electrostatics, favors salt bridge formation (4).)
.49 .452 -Fa_dun (Pseudoenergy of side-chain rotamer conformation, statistically derived from (6).
.56 .569 -Hbond_lr_bb (Long range, backbone hydrogen bonding energy (7).)
1.17 .857 -Hbond_sr_bb (Short range, backbone hydrogen bonding energy (7).)
1.17 .857 -Hbond_sc_bb (Side-chain to backbone hydrogen bonding energy (7).)
1.17 .857 -Hbond_sc (Side-chain to side-chain hydrogen bonding energy (7).) 1.1 .857 -P_aa_pp (Probability of amino acid at phi-psi (8).)
.64 .915 -
